
BUSINESS STRATEGY FOR BUSINESS PLAN

There are seven major components of a business plan, and each one is a complex document.

A potential lender is going to want to know how successful you're going to be in this particular business. This
will be the key. Monitoring implementation is the key. With that in mind, jump right in. In order to determine
any differences, the various strategies utilized in order to sell the product have to be considered. Smaller
companies and startup companies typically use only a business plan to develop all aspects of the business on
paper, obtain funding and then start the business. Increasing number of foreign firms, especially from South
Africa looking at penetrating the local markets. Existence of well-established government organs that deal
directly with aspiring entrepreneurs -- local and foreign, presents us with a networking opportunity. Objective
reasons why the market opportunity can be exploited by this particular team For an internal project plan, the
executive summary might look like this[ citation needed ]: Company information: not applicable Project
mandate: who requested the proposal, who is being assigned to carry it out Strategic, tactical and financial
justifications Summary of resources needed: staff, funds, facilities In some cases information will overlap.
Establishment and maintenance of a well-known business name. The introduction of the International
Financial Services Centre IFSC presents a vast opportunity, as both foreign and local firms will be looking for
information, which may assist on entering their respective markets. A good rule of thumb is that you shouldn't
try to do it all yourself. The two plans cover different timeframes as well. Also on Forbes:. It should point out
just exactly what will be sold, to whom and why the business will hold a competitive advantage. Give the
reader an idea of the experience of the other key people in the business. For instance, even though there may
be a sizable number of premium pilsner drinkers to form the total feasible market, you need to be able to reach
them through your distribution network at a price point that's competitive, and then you have to let them know
it's available and where they can buy it. Furnishes relevant information about the company, its legal form of
operation, when it was formed, the principal owners and key personnel. If the business description is long and
drawn-out, you'll lose the reader's attention, and possibly any chance of receiving the necessary funding for the
project. Market Strategies Define Your Market Market strategies are the result of a meticulous market
analysis. Take on board the opinions of other staff - key employees, accountants, department heads, board
members - and those of external stakeholders, including customers, clients, advisors and consultants. This can
be done in several ways, but most professional planners will delineate the feasible market by concentrating on
product segmentation factors that may produce gaps within the market. Direct Mail. Getting started with
strategic planning As with any business activity, the strategic planning process itself needs to be carefully
managed. Organizational Background[ edit ] In a written plan information may appear in a separate section, an
appendix, or may be omitted all together depending on the nature of the plan. A strategic plan needs to be
realistically achievable. I help entrepreneurs become more successful. How Will I Profit? Used by companies
that are entering a market where there is already an established price and it is difficult to differentiate one
product from another. This is important if you're seeking funding; the investor will want to know just how
dependable your information is, and won't risk money on assumptions or conjecture. It's easy with our free
guide and template. Each of these functions plays an important role in the small business. Next, identify your
one-year goals; that is, what you must achieve in the next year for it to be successful and to put your company
on the right trajectory to achieving your 5 year goals. Furthermore Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises are
well recognized as a potentially important source of employment generation apart from the diversification that
they inevitably result in. It is often followed by departmental plans and marketing plans that work down from
the Strategic Plan. As your business becomes larger and more complex, so strategy formulation will need to
become more sophisticated, both to sustain growth and to help you muster the leadership and resources you
need to keep your business developing. We have been conservative in our estimates of expenses, project size,
project number, and income: The short-term Income Forecast expects the Cambridge Strategy Group to
complete a total of four client projects, averaging 50 hours each during  Since the revenue model is a table
illustrating the source for all income, every segment of the target market that is treated differently must be
accounted for. The Executive Summary is important since it will help other key constituents, such as
employees, advisors, and investors, quickly understand and support your plan. Support may come in the form
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of advertising, promotions and customer service. As a result: The websites operators cannot take any
responsibility for the consequences of errors or omissions. A positioning statement for a business plan doesn't
have to be long or elaborate. They may even ask you to clarify your choice of location or reasons for selling
this particular product.


